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Comparison made possible by Strategy Indices
The world of structured investment products is char-
acterized by three strategies: participation, capital pro-
tection, and yield enhancement. There are currently 
around 12,000 such strategy products in Switzerland 
tradable at SIX Swiss Exchange. This exceptional de-
gree of product diversity makes it difficult to gain a 
proper overview of the market, and an investor's deci-
sion on a suitable product is no less challenging. 

The SIX Structured Products Strategy Indices offer in-
vestors unique opportunities for comparison: Each of 
the three strategy indices enable a performancecom-
parison of an individual product with the indexed aver-
age in the respective investment category. 

Value is measurable
The calculation of the indices is rule-based and is up-
dated on a regular basis. This reflects an up-to-the-min-
ute and precise performance comparison and makes 
the value of structured products measurable. 

Experienced partner
Indexing is high-quality work and requires experienced 
specialists for the daily tasks. The three indices SIX 
Structured Products Participation Index (SSPP®), SIX 
Structured Products Yield Enhancement Index (SSPY®), 
and SIX Structured Products Capital Protection Index 
(SSPC®) were developed in cooperation with Deriva-
tive Partners Ltd (dp). Derivative Partners is the lead-
ing data provider for structured products in Switzerland 
and is an established information provider in the area 
of ETFs & indexing.

First-class index concept
The three indices are compiled according to specific 
rules and criteria and reflect the underlying investment 
concept of the corresponding product category. The 
basis universe is formed of all the structured products 
traded at SIX Swiss Exchange that are included in the 
SSPA categories of participation, yield enhancement, 
and capital protection. The first step involves selecting 
products for the three strategies that are typical of the 
product category in question. The definition is based 
on the following factors:

– Residual maturity
– Moneyness
– Product-specific parameters (e.g. capital protection 

level for capital protection certificate)

In a second step, the optimum products for each cor-
responding index are then selected by taking into con-
sideration the "dp liquidity rating" and the "dp fair value 
gap".

Key figures
The two key figures "dp liquidity rating" and "dp fair 
value gap" play a vital role in the index selection pro-
cedure. None of the products of the indices may fall 
below or exceed a particular threshold value. dp cal-
culates the liquidity rating based on the "Quote Qual-
ity Metrics" (QQM) quality measurements. The stock 
exchange has been publishing the QQM since 2009. 
These observe the average spread, average volume, 
price (quote) availability, and corresponding daily clos-
ing prices for every listed structured product. 

The liquidity rating takes into account the availability 
of quotes, the maximum spread, and the volume of bid 
prices, and provides information on the market-making 
quality of the issuer for any given structured product. 

The second key figure, the dp fair value gap, measures  
the percentage difference between the theoretical value  
of a structured product and the price currently offered 
by the issuer. Only products with the best price avail-
ability are considered for the selection of the index.

Bank on Strategy Indices

How the indices work
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The selection of typical and optimum products is in line 
with the following requirements:

– The SMI® is defined as the underlying.
– The strategy index consists of a minimum of five 

and a maximum of ten products.
–  If insufficient products are available on the SMI®, 

products on the Euro STOXX 50® underlying are 
permitted.

– A minimum of three issuers must be represented in 
the index.

– The composition of the three indices is reviewed on 
a regular basis (every one to two months).

The Selection Process

Selection procedure for the index

Your benefits at a glance

–   Transparent benchmark indices for all products and 
general asset classes traded on the Swiss Exchange.

–  Indices in line with the risk-return profile of the  
respective strategy of the individual investment 
products.

–  Illustration of average investment performance and 
category comparison possible.

–  By updating on a regular basis, a more precise 
and up-to-the-minute benchmark is continuously 
mapped.

–  By incorporating an index into a particular portfolio, 
it is possible to carry out historic simulations.

–  Attractive for licensing by the issuer or asset  
manager.

01  Determination of the product 
selection within the product 
universe. 
Including: 
– residual maturity 
– moneyness 

02  Filtering of typical products.  

03  Filtering of optimum products. 
Including: 
– average spread
–  average volume
– price availability

01

02

03

SSPP®
SSPY®
SSPC®
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SSPP® vs. SMI® reference index

Index composition
The Participation Index SSPP® replicates the segment 
of participation products. Typical products of the fol-
lowing types qualify for the Participation Index SSPP®:

– Tracker Certificates
– Outperformance Certificates
– Bonus Certificates
– Bonus Outperformance Certificates
– Twin-win Certificates
 
The products selected according to the above-men-
tioned criteria are all given equal weighting within the 
index. The SSPP® first opened on February 27, 2009, at 
the level of 1,000 points.

Rebalancing
The index composition is reviewed each month and the 
index is updated if necessary.

Benchmark
The Participation Index also needs a benchmark index 
against which its performance can be measured. As 
participation products directly reflect the performance 
of their underlyings, the performance of the SSPP® can 
be ideally compared with the SMI®.

Participation Index SSPP®

Participation products enable diversified investments to be 
made with small amounts at a low cost. The SSPP® Index 
maps this investment strategy precisely.

The chart shows the development 
of the SIX Structured Products 
Participation Index, SSPP®, as 
compared with its benchmark,  
the SMI®.

Chart: Derivative Partners, March 2017
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Index composition 
Typical products of the following types from the cat-
egory of yield enhancement products qualify for the 
Yield Enhancement Index SSPY®:

– Discount Certificates
– Barrier Discount Certificates
– Reverse Convertibles
– Barrier Reverse Convertibles
– Express Certificates

Of the typical products, only those with "clean" pric-
ing (including accrued interest) are taken into account. 
Here, accrued interest is factored in separately when 
calculating the index. Three quarters of the yield en-
hancement products listed in Switzerland are "cleanly" 
priced. The products selected according to the 
above-mentioned criteria are all given equal weighting 
within the index. The SSPY® first opened on February 
27, 2009, at the level of 1,000 points.

Rebalancing
Due to its investment character, the index composi-
tion is reviewed only every two months and updated 
if necessary, in contrast to SSPP®, whose composition 
is reviewed monthly.

Benchmark
In order to compare the yield enhancement index with 
an appropriate benchmark, a new synthetic index has 
been created. This reference index is made up of an 
equity component comprising 60% of the SMI® and 
a bond component comprising 40% of the Total Re-
turn Index of all Swiss bonds published by Bloom- 
berg (Bloomberg code: SZGATR). This make-up gives  
an approximation of the structure and the risk of yield  
enhancement products.

Yield Enhancement Index SSPY®

Yield enhancement products offer attractive value through 
coupons or discounts in the case of sideways-trending or 
slightly rising or falling markets. The SSPY® Index reflects 
this investment strategy precisely.  

SSPY® vs. reference index SMI® 60% / CH Bond Index SZGATR 40%

The following chart shows the  
development of the SIX Structured 
Products Yield Enhancement  
Index, SSPY®, as compared with  
its benchmark.

Chart: Derivative Partners, March 2017
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Capital Protection Index SSPC®

Index composition 
The following product types are selected from the cap-
ital protection products category to form the Capital 
Protection Index SSPC®:

– Capital Protection Certificate with Participation
– Convertible Certificate
– Barrier Capital Protection Certificate
– Capital Protection Certificate with Coupon

The optimal products selected according to the above-
mentioned criteria are all given equal weighting within 
the index. The SSPC® first opened on February 27, 
2009, at the level of 1,000 points.

Rebalancing
Due to its investment character, the index composi- 
tion is reviewed every two months, as at SSPY®, and 
updated if necessary.

Benchmark
Structured products of this category are character-
ized by the protection they afford to the invested cap-
ital. They are similar to bonds in their risk profile. The 
SSPC® can therefore be ideally compared with the Total 
Return Index of all Swiss bonds published by Bloom-
berg (Bloomberg code: SZGATR).

Capital protection products minimize the market risk 
while offering conditional capital preservation. The 
SSPC® Index maps this investment strategy precisely.

SSPC® vs. reference index CH Bond Index SZGATR

The chart shows the development of 
the SIX Structured Products Capital 
Protection Index, SSPC®, as com-
pared to its benchmark – the Swiss 
Bond Index published by Bloomberg 
(Bloomberg code: SZGATR).

Chart: Derivative Partners, March 2017
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The indices at a glance

Factsheets and information 
You can find the continuously updated composition of the indices (product details) and current prices for the 
three strategy indices SSPP®, SSPY® and SSPC® on our website www.six-structured-products.com. In addition, 
every two months an updated factsheet containing all key figures is provided for each index online.

Strategy Indices Symbol ISIN Security number Start date Index level

Participation Index SSPP® SSPP CH0113557455 11355745 Feb. 27, 2009 1,000

Yield Enhancement Index SSPY® SSPY CH0113557489 11355748 Feb. 27, 2009 1,000

Capital Protection Index SSPC® SSPC CH0113557521 11355752 Feb. 27, 2009 1,000

http://www.six-structured-products.com
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The information contained in this document does not constitute an offer or 
recommendation to buy or sell a financial instrument and does also not represent an 
offer for the rendering of a service.

SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd is liable neither for the completeness, accuracy, currentness 
and continuous availability of the information given, nor for any loss incurred as a 
result of action taken on the basis of information provided in this or any other 
publication of SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd. SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd expressly reserves 
the right to change prices or product composition at any time.

The information contained in this document does not constitute investment advice or 
recommendations for investments or other decisions. Individual sale restrictions 
specific to countries or persons may apply to products traded on SIX Swiss Exchange 
Ltd. Investors are themselves responsible for adherence to the corresponding product 
terms of the issuer.

The entire content of this publication is protected by copyright. Whether in full or in 
part, the copying, reproduction, modification, transmission (electronically or otherwise), 
reuse or other use for public or commercial purposes is expressly prohibited without 
prior written consent.

SMI®, SSPC®, SSPP® und SSPY® are registered/filed trademarks of SIX Swiss Exchange 
Ltd and their use must be licensed.

© SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd, 2017. All rights reserved.

SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd
P.O. Box
CH-8021 Zurich

T + 41 58 399 2100
F + 41 58 499 2099
structured-products@six-swiss-exchange.com
www.six-structured-products.com 
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